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Despite interesting progress over the last few years in understanding non perturbative aspects of superstring theory, trying to connect string theory to experimental low energy physics still relies on the analysis of perturbative heterotic string [l] vacua'. The study of perturbative string vacua has progressed significantly over the past decade and we now have several distinct, but perhaps related, ways t o construct perturbative string models in four dimensions. Among those are the geometrical formulations that include the Calabi-Yau compactifications [4] and related potential constructions [5] , and the orbifold compactifications [Sj. On the other side we have algebraic constructions that include for example the free fermionic formulation [7] and more general constructions obtained by tensoring higher level conformal field theories [8, 91. Similarly we have broaden our view on the possible open avenues for trying to connect between string vacua and low energy physics. Among those are the string GUT models [lo] and in particular the three generation string GUT models [ll] , the semi-simple string GUT models [12, 13, 14, 151 and the superstring standard-like models [16, 18, 191 , in which the non Abelian content of the Standard Model gauge group is obtained directly at the string level.
Among the semi-realistic superstring models constructed to date the models in the free fermionic formulation have gone the furthest in trying t o recapture the physics of the Standard Model. Some general properties of this class of models suggest that their success is not accidental. First is the fact that the free fermionic construction is formulated at a highly symmetric point in th? : trilig moduli space. Second, the realistic free fermionic models correspond to 2 2 x 2 2 orbifold compactifications at afi enhanced symmetry point in the Narain moduli space [20] . The existence of three generations in the free fermionic models is correlated with the underlying orbifold structure. This is exhibited in the fact that the free fermionic models produce a large class of three generation models with varied phenomenological properties. The emergence of three generations in these models is not ad hoc and motivztes the hypothesis that the true string vacuum is a 2 2 x 2 2 orbif~'c.16 at thz >*ieiniCy OC ihe free ferinioric point in th.e string moduli space. Allother important property of the three generaticn free fermionic models is the fact that the weak hypercharge has the standard SO(l0) embedding. Thus, although the SO(l0) symmetry is broken at the string level rather than in the effective low energy field theory, some of the appealing features of standard SO(10) unification are retained while some of the generic difficulties associated with grand unification, like doublet-triplet splitting, may be resolved.
The realistic superstring models [13, 17, 15, 18, 26, 191 in the free fermionic formulation [7] have had intriguing success in describing the real world. Some of the important properties of these models are:
'For discussions of phenomenological aspects related to M and F theory see e.9. ref. [2, 31 The existence of three generations arises due to the underlying Z2 x Z2 orbifold compactification [21] . Qualitatively realistic fermion mass spectrum can be envisioned [22, 23, 24, 251 . The generation mass hierarchy and the general texture of the.fermion mass matrices are also seen to arise from the symmetries of the underlying 2 2 x Z2 orbifold compactification [24] . 0 The heavy generation Yukawa couplings have been calculated explicitly in specific models and found to be in agreement with the observed masses. The heaviness of the top quark arises because only the top quark gets a cubic level mass term while the lighter fermion obtain their mass terms from nonreniirmalizable terms [26] .
0 Dimension four and five operators that may mediate rapid proton decay are suppressed due to stringy symmetries and due to a superstring doublet-triplet splitting mechanism in which the color triplets are projected out by the GSO projections [27] . Thus, the superstring derived standard-like models may naturally give rise to a stable proton [27, 281. 0 Exotic matter states arise in these models due to the breaking of the nonAbelian grand unified gauge symmetries at the string level by Wilson lines. These exotic matter states may yield new dark matter candidates and new exotic leptoquark states that in general do not arise in Grand Unified theories [29] . Such states are referred to generically as Wilsonian matter states.
0 A see-saw mechanism which suppresses left-handed neutrino mi2sses was proposed [30, 311 . The superstring see-saw mechanism makes use of the exotic Wilsonian matter states. The neutrino-Higgsino mixing problem, which is expected to arise generically in Gravity Unified Theories can also be resolved due to the "non-standard" charges of the exotic Wilsonian matter states [32] .
0 Ar! ;yz?wtant property of the rc;;.listic free fermionic models is the standard SO(l0) emb&ing of the weak hypercharge. Consequently, it wa? ;ug&%ed-that in these modc!s string gauge coupling unification may be in agreement with sin2 OW (hlz) .and a, ( M z ) , provided that there exist additional matter beyond the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model spectrum at intermediate energy thresholds [33, 34, 351 .
The list of remarkable accomplishments of the realistic free fermionic models makes evident the need to better understand their general structure. To date the study of these models has mainly focused on several isolated examples and a systematic classification is still lacking. The large space of three generation models offers on the one hand the intriguing possibility that there exist a model in this space which satisfies all of the experimental constraints. On the other hand this richness makes a systematic classification a seemingly impossible challenge. The aim of this paper is to provide some of the insight that has been developed into the basic structures and building blocks that enter the construction, thus taking the first steps toward a classification of the realistic free fermionic models. From a different view such a classification is required if we are to uncover whether a fully realistic model can, or cannot, be obtained in this class of models. Models in the free fermionic formulation are constructed by specifying a set of boundary condition basis vectors and a choice of GSO projection coefficients, consistent with the string consistency constraint. The low energy spectrum and allowed interactions are then determined. The classification of the models can then proceed by developing general rules of how the low energy properties of the models are determined by the fermionic boundary conditions and the GSO phases. To date, some rules based on the world-sheet fermion boundary conditions have been obtained.
However, a general discussion of the basic building blocks and of the role of the GSO phases is still lacking. In this paper I make a small step in trying to fill this gap. Due to the large number of possibilities the discussion is necessarily incomplete. Several general properties, such as mirror symmetry for (2, 2) as well as (2,O) are explained in terms of free phases. Furthermore, the notion of duality symmetries due to the discrete choices of free phases can be extended to the set of basis vectors and GSO phases which span the realistic models, thus providing one mean of classifying the models. The choices of GSO phases also play an important role in the determination of the low energy spectrum and the effective low energy phenomenclogy. For example, as will be shown, discrete choices of pl ases affect the massless matter states, in a way which affects the string gauge coupling unification problem. The classificLtion of the models in terms of the real world-sheet fermion pairings, the exotic matter states and the hidden sector is discussed. In several examples it will be shown how the different choices of real fermion pairing relate to the phenomenological properties of the models. The classification of exotics is done by classifying all the possible types of exotic states that may appear in the models as well as by the type of exotic states t,!:at actiially appear in specific models. Some piieiiomenuiugical Empiicatiom of the classification by $he exotic states and hidden sector are examined. Tht! paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a review of the realistic free fermionic construction. Section 3 contains a discussion of the classification of the models by the boundary condition rules. In section 4 the role of the free phases is examined. The relation between the GSO phases and mirror symmetry is shown for (2, 2) models. It is then shown that mirror symmetry, as a result of the free phases also exists in the (2,O) models, interchanging 16 of SO(l0) with the c6. The connection between the free phases and other properties of the models, like spacetime supersymmetry and the presence of exotics is further discussed. In section 6, 7 and 8 the classification of the models in terms of, the real world-sheet fermion pairings; the types of exotics; and the hidden sector; is discussed. Finally, section 9 contains the conclusions.
Realistic free fermionic models
In the free fermionic formulation of the heterotic string in four dimensions all the world-sheet degrees of freedom required to cancel the conformal anomaly are represented in terms of free fermions propagating on the string world-sheet. In the lightcone gauge the world-sheet field content consists of two transverse left-and rightmoving space-time coordinate bosons, Xt, and xc2, and their left-moving fermionic superpartners $J$ and additional 62 purely internal Majorana-Weyl fermions, of which 18 are left-moving, x', and 44 are right-moving, qja. In the supersymmetric sector the world-sheet supersymmetry is realized non-linearly and the world-sheet supercurrent is given by where f I J K are the structure constants of a semi-simple Lie group of dimension 18.
The x' ( I = 1, -,18) world-sheet fermions transform in the adjoint representation of the Lie group. In the realistic free fermionic models the Lie group is SU(2)6. The x' I = 1, ---,18 transform in the adjoint representation of SU (2) 6) . Under parallel transport around a noncontractible loop on the toroidal world-sheet the fermionic fields pick up a phase 'I'he minus sign is conventional and a ( f ) E (-1, +1]. Each,srlt of specified phases for all world-sheet fermions, around all the non-contractit!? !oops is called the spin structure of the model. Such spin structures are usually given is the form of 64 dimensional boundary condition vectors, with each element of the vector specifying the phase of the corresponding world-sheet fermion. The partition function is a sum over all such spin structures:
where the sum is ovcr'all the sectors (spin structures) a of the theory, (-1)" is a space-time fermion number operator, and Tr (a) indicate a trace over the Fock space of mode excitations of the world-sheet fields. In string models this trace is generically realized as GSO projections between subsetcors of the theory,
_-
Here the &sum implements the GSO projection, c(;) are the chosen GSO phases, g is a normalization factor, and Tr(;) indicates a restricted trace over the appropriate ( ; ) subsector.
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The partition function is required to be invariant under modular transformation. Modular' transformation, in general, mix between the different spin-structures. Therefore, requiring invariance under modular transformation results in a set of rules which constrains the allowed spin-structures and their amplitudes c(z). It turns out that a string model can be specified in terms of boundary condition basis vectors and the GSO projection coefficients for these basis vectors. The modular invariance constraints are in turn translated to a set of rules which constrain the allowed boundary condition basis vectors and their GSO projection coefficients. These rules are given in ref. [7] . In general the partition function is summed over all the genus-g string world-sheet. Due to factorization theorem the genus-g amplitude factorizes into a product of genus one amplitudes. One-loop modular invariance is therefore sufficient to constrain the consistent spin structures. Thus, a model in this construction is defined by a set of boundary conditions basis vectors and by a choice of generalized GSO projection coefficients, which satisfy the one-loop modular invariance constraints. The boundary conditions basis vectors The U(1) charges with respect to the unbroken Cartan generators of the four dimensional gauge group are in one to one correspondence with the U(1) f f * currents. For each complex fermion f:
The representation (2.11) The remaining projection phases can be determined from those above through the self-consistency constraints. The precise rules governing the choices of such vectors and phases, as well as the procedures for generating the corresponding space-time particle spectrum, are given in Refs. [7] .
The basis vector S generated the space-time supersymmetry. The set of basis vectors (1, S} generates a model with N = 4 space-time supersymmetry and SO (44) gauge group in the right-moving sector. Imposing the GSO projections of the basis vectors bl, b2 and b3 reduces the N = 4 supersymmetry to N = 1 and brakes the gauge group to SO( 10) X SO(6)3 X E8. The space-time vector bosons that generate the gauge group arise from the Neveu-Schwarz sector and from the sector I 3 1 + bl + b2 + b 3 .
The Neveu-Schwarz sector produces the generators of SO(l0) x S0(6)3 x SO(l6).
The sector 1 + bl + b2 + b3 produces the spinorial 128 of SO (16) x E8 gauge group N = 4 supersymmetry. The gauge group is broken to E6 x S0(4)3 x E8 after applying the 2 2 x 2 2 twisting on the SO(12)-1attice. The three twisted sectors produce 48 fixed points, which coriespond to the 24 gezerations in the fermionic construction,
The focus in this paper is on models that contain the full NAHE set of boundary condition basis vectors. Three generation free fermionic models that do not use the full NAHE set can also be constructed [38, 391. Such models correspond to 2 2 x 2 2 orbifold compactifications without the standard embedding of the gauge connection. However, the NAHE set facilitates the illustration of the basic ingredients that enter the construction of the realistic free fermionic models. These basic ingredients can then also be extended to models that do not use the full NAHE set.
Note that the NAHE set has an 5'3 permutation symmetry obtained by permuting the three basis vectors bj ( j = 1,2,3). This permutation symmetry if again a reflection of the underlying 2 ' 2 x 2 2 orbifold compactification. The basis vectors which extend the NAHE set will typically break the permutation symmetry. 
Beyond the NAHE set
At the level of the NAHE set the observable gauge group is SO(l0) x S O ( 6 ) 3 and the number of generations is 48, sixteen from each sector bl, b 2 and b3. The SO(6)3 symmetries are horizontal flavor dependent symmetries. To break the gauge group and to reduce the number of generations, we must add additional boundary condition basis vectors to the NAHE set. These additional vectors break the SO(10) and the flavor SO (6) gauge symmetries and in turn reduce the number of generations to three generations. The SO(10) gauge group is broken to one of its subgroups SU(5) x U(1), SO (6) x SO(4) or SU (3) x SU(2) x U(1)2 by the assignment of boundary conditions to the set 4:"':
To breik the SO(10) symmetry to SU (3) 
both steps, 1 and 2, are used, in two separate basis vectors.
The breaking of the gauge group and the reduction to three generations are done simultaneously. In fact the reduction to three generations is correlated with the breaking of the flavor SO(6)3 symmetries to a product of horizontal U(1) symmetries. The appealing property of the realistic free fermionic models is that the emergence of three generations is correlated with the underlying 2 2 x 2 2 orbifold structure. In the superstring standard-like models each generation is obtained from one of the twisted sectors of the 2 2 x 2 2 orbifold. At t h e level of the NAHE set each sector b l , b 2 and b3 produces sixteen generations, trxLsforming as 2 @ 4 @ 9 €3 3 under the left and right-moving flavor symmetries s O ( 4 )~ @ SO(6)R. The reduction to three generation is achieved by breaking the flavor symmetries to U(1) flavor symmetries and consequently the multiplicity of generations is reduced. It is clear therefore that it is also possible to construct models in which the flavor symmetry is not fully broken and in that case one of the sectors b1,2,3 can give more than one generations while by a suitable choice of GSO projection coefficient all the generations from Lhe orthogonaI sectors are projected out. Realizing this possibility -it is-also possible to co&tfiict models with rim-Abelian flavor symmetry.
In the models that utilize the full NAHE set and in which each generation is obtained from one of the sectors bl, b2 and b3 the flavor symmetries are broken to U(l)", with 3 5 n 5 9. Three U(1) symmetries arise from the complex right-moving fermions $, f j 2 , fj3. Additional horizontal U(1) symmetries arise by pairing two of the right-moving real internal fermions {jj, G } . For every right-moving U( 1) symmetry, there is a corresponding left-moving global U( 1) symmetry that is obtained by pairing two of the left-moving real fermions {y, w } . Each of the remaining world-sheet leftmoving rea1 fermions from the set {y, w } is paired with a right-moving real fermion from the set {jj, G } to form a Ising model operator. The rank of the final gauge group
depends on the number of such pairings. If all right-moving (and hence left-moving) fermions were complex, then the gauge group would have rank 22. Each complexified right-moving pair of real world-sheet fermions generates a U(1) subgroup of the rank 22 gauge group. The rank is reduced by the combinations left-and rightmoving real fermions which form the Ising model operators. We can form twelve such combinations and therefore the minimal gauge group has rank sixteen. In addition to fixing the rank of the final gauge group, this pairing of left-and right-moving fermions, through the assignment of boundary conditions) plays an important role in fixing some of the low energy properties of the physical spectrum.
To study the construction of the basis vectors beyond the NAHE set it is convenient to use a notation which emphasizes the division of the world-sheet fermions by the NAHE set. This division of the world-sheet fermions is a reflection of the equivalent underlying 2 2 x 2 2 orbifold compactification. Each one of the sectors b l , 62 and b3 has periodic boundary conditions with respect to {$~f,~, and one of the sets, (2.16) (2.17) (2.18) The $f,2 are the space-time fermions and 4 ' 9 . . . i 5 produce the observable SO(10) symmetry. The three complex fermions x I 2 , x34 and xS6 correspond to the fermionic superpartners (3 -the compactified dimensions and carry the space-time supersymmetry charges. The set of internal fermions {y, ulg, G}'3...l6 corresponds to the left-right symmetric conformal field theory of the heterotic string, or equivalently to the sixdimensional compactified manifold in a bosonic formulation. This set of left/right symmetric internal fermions plays a fundamental role in the determination of the low energy properties of the realistic free fermionic models. The analysis of models beyond the NAHE set is reduced almost entirely to the study of the boundary conditions of these internal real fermions. Below I employ a table notation which emphasizes the division of the internal fermionic states according to their division by the NAHE set. In the tables, the real fermionic states {y, wig, ij} are divided according to their division by the NAHE set. The pairing of r e d fermions into complex fermions or into Ising model operators is noted in the table. The entries in the table represent the boundary conditions in a basis vector for all the fermionic states. The basis vectors in a given table are the three basis vectors which extend the NAHE set. The notation used is exemplified in table [2.19] below. In the first table the boundary condition of: the space-time world-sheet fermions, the left-moving complex fermions x I 2 , x34 and x56 and of the sixteen complex right-moving world-sheet ditions under the world-sheet fermions which correspond to the compactified space, {y, uljj, G}'I"'I~ are given. The boundary conditions in the first table therefore fix the fermions ,$1,...,5 , q -1 ,q -2 ,q -3 ,$1i****8 -are shown. In the second table the boundary con-final observable and hidden gauge groups. The boundary conditions in the second table fix many of the properties of the low energy observable spectrum, like for example the number of generations, the rank of the final gauge group, the presence of Higgs doublets and the projection of Higgs color triplets, and the non vanishing Yukawa couplings. The discussion below will therefore mostly focus on the assignment of boundary conditions to these set of world-sheet fermions and the boundary conditions of the remaining world-sheet fermions will sometimes not be shown explicitly. The boundary condition basis vectors span a finite additive group. Then any subset of the independent vectors of the additive group will span the same model, up to the choice of GSO projection coefficients. Given that the,additive group contains typically 27 x 4 sectors the question then is how can we avoid repro2ucing the same models. In computerized searches this problem is addressed in [40] . However, when trying to develop an insight how the boundary conditions fix the physical properties of the models a computerized search is not suitable. The problem is avoided by requiring that the basis vectors of a new model cannot all be obtained by a linear combination of the basis vectors of a previous model. Each new model must contain at least one basis vector which cannot be realized as a linear combination of the basis vectors of a previous model. The range of allowed basis vectors is still however very large. In addition each choice of basis vectors can span a set of distinct models by the discrete choices of free phases, as will be illustrated below. 
Classification by boundary condition rules
In this section I discuss the role of the boundary conditions in the determination of the low energy properties of the superstring models. The purpose here is to illustrate how several of the properties of the low energy spectrum are determined by general boundary condition rules. As some of these results have already appeared previously in the literature, the discussion will be concise.
. The Higgs doublet-triplet splitting operates a s follows. The Neveu-Schwarz sector gives rise to three fields in the 10 representation of SO(10). These contain the Higgs electroweak doublets and color triplets. Each of those is charged with respect to one of the horizontal U(1) symmetries U ( l ) 1 , 2 , 3 . Each one of these multiplets is associated, by the horizontal symmetries, with one of the twisted sectors, 61, 62 and 63. The doublet-triplet splitting results from the boundary condition basis vectors which breaks the SO(10) symmetry to SO (6) x SO(4). We can define a quantity Ai in these basis vectors which measures the difference between the boundary conditions assigned to the internal fermions from the set {y,w[ij,G} and which are periodic in the vector bi, ylgl y2ij2 w5a5 w6i;j6 w2w3 wlal w 4 6 4 ~2 a 3 Thus, the rule in Eq. (3.1) is a generic rule that can be used in the construction of the free fermionic models, with the NAHE set. The model of table [3.2] illustrates this rule. In this model A1 = A 2 = 0 while A3 = 1. Therefore, this model produces two pairs of color tripletz and one pair of Higgs doublets from the Neveu-Schwarz sector, D1, 61 D2, b 2 and h3, 713.
With the choice of generalized GSO coefficients: (j=1,2,3), with the others specified by modular invariance and space-time supersymmetry.
Another relevant question with regard to the Higgs doublet-triplet splitting mechanism is whether it is possible to construct models in which both the Higgs color triplets and electroweak doublets from the Neveu-Schwarz sector are projected out by the GSO projections. This is a viable possibility as we can choose for example A : ) 1 and A: ' ) = 0,
where A(a,P) are the projections due to the basis vectors Q and p respectively. This is a relevant question as the number of Higgs representations, which generically appear in the massless spectrum, is larger than what is allowed by the low energy phenomenology. Consider for example the model in table [3.3] (j=1,2,3), with the others specified by modular invariance and space-time supersymrnetry. In this model A?' = A?) = A?) = 1, and Ai" = Ai') = 0, Therefore, In this model irrespective of the choice of the generalized GSO projection coefficients, both the Higgs color triplets and electroweak doublets associated with bl and b3 are projected out by the GSO projections. However, it is found that the combination of these projections also results in the projection of some of the representations from the corresponding sectors bl and b3 and therefore these sectors do not produce the full chiral 16 of SO(10). Therefore, realization of this mutual projection of both Higgs triplets and doublets from the Neveu-Schwarz sector requires that the chiral generations be obtained from non-NAHE set basis vectors. As a second example I discuss how the boundary condition basis vectors fix the cubic level Yukawa couplings for the quarks and leptons. These Yukawa couplings are fixed by the vector y which breaks the SO(l0) symmetry to SU(5) x U(1). Each sector bi gives rise to an up-like or down-like cubic level Yukawa coupling. We can define a similar quantity A in the vector y, which breaks the SO(10) symmetry to SU(5) x U(1). The quantity A again measures the difference between the leftand right-moving boundary conditions assigned to the internal fermions from the set-(y, wlg,G} and which are periodic in the vector bi, With the chcrice ~f gerieraiizc2.GSO coefficients: 2, 3) , with the others specified by modular invariance and space-time supersymmetry. In this model therefore we obtain at the cubic level Q1ulhl, L1N1h1, Q321363, L 3 N 3 h 3 , irrespective of the choice of GSO projection coefficients.
Cubic level Yukawa couplings
Another point that should be noted is that there is a 2 2 ambiguity in the definition of the weak hypercharge. We can define the weak hypercharge by where the + choice is the one typically chosen in the literature. The alternative choice corresponds to the flipping of the representations This flip is equivalent to the flip between the straight and flipped SU(5) representations. In the case of SU(5) only the later choice is allowed a s there are no adjoint representations to break the non-Abelian gauge symmetry in the former. In the case of the standard-like models, as the GUT non-Abelian symmetry is broken directly at the string level, this flip can be consistent with the low energy constraints. We note however that under this 2 2 flip the Higgs representations are also flipped h t) h and therefore the Yukawa coupling rule is invariant under this ambiguity in the definition of the weak hypercharge.
The above two examples illustrate how general rules can be extracted which determine how the boundary conditions fix the low energy phenomenological properties of the string models. These results can be proven by using the definition of the GSO projection and the modular invariance rules [41, 271.
Classification by the role of the free phases
The focus in thik section will be on the effect of the one-loop GSO phases on the properties of the massless spectrum of the realistic free fermionic models. Here ai, uj represent the NAHE set, and the additional, boundary conditions basis vectors which generate the realistic free fermionic models.
General remarks
Like with the boundary conditions it is convenient to split tile free phases into the NAHE and beyond the NAHE sectors. In Eq. (4.1) I employ a matrix notation for the free phases between all the boundary condition basis vectors. For example, in the model of ref. [17] the following choice of free phases has been made,
Only the entries above the diagonal are independent and those below and on the diagonal are fixed by the modular invariance constraints. In the matrix above blank lines are inserted to emphasize the division of the free phases between the different sectors of the realistic free fermionic models. Thus, the first two lines involve only the
GSO phases of c({'*'}).
The set (1, S} generates the N = 4 model with S being the space-time supersymmetry generator and therefore the phases c( : ) are those that control the space-time supersymmetry in the superstring models. Similarly, in the free fermionic models, sectors with periodic and anti-periodic boundary conditions, of the form of bi, produce the chiral generations. The phases c(ti) d e : m n i x the chirality of the states from these sectors, and as will be shown below give rise to the mirror symmetry. Likewise, in the free fermionic models the basis vector bi are those that respect the SO(l0) symmetry while the vectors denoted by Greek letters are those that break the SO(10) symmetry. The phenomenology of the Standard Model sector including the texture of fermion mass matrices is obtained exclusively from the untwisted sector, the sectors bi and bi + 27 and the sector bl + b2 + Q + p. These arc the S C C~G~S fihich+reserve th.e SO(l0) symmetry. Thus, the phases that play-arole in the phenomenology of the Standard Model sector are, in general, the phases c(: ).
On the other hand the basis vectors of the form { a , p ,~} break the SO (10) symmetry. The phases associated with these basis vectors in general are associated with the exotic physics sectors that go beyond the Standard Model. These sectors for example control the number of additional exotic color triplets, beyond the spectrum of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model. Therefore the phases associated with these basis vectors will be important, for example, with regard to the problem of string scale gauge coupling unification. 
E6 + SO(l0) breaking
The NAHE set plus the vector X produce a model with SO(4)3 x E6 x V(l)2 x E8 gauge group and with (2, 2) world-sheet supersymmetry. The realistic free fermionic models have at the level of the NAHE set an SO(l0) symmetry and only (2,O) worldsheet supersymmeky. However, the realistic free fermionic models have some underlying (2,2) structure which is why we can identify the internal fermions {y, ulfj, ij} with the compactified dimensions in the bosonic formulation. In the realistic free fermionic models the basis vector 2-7 replaces the vector X . The set ( 1 , S, I = 1+bl+b2+b3, 27) produces a model with N = 4 supersymmetry and SO (12) x SO(l6) x SO (16) gauge group. Alternatively, we can construct the same model by using the set ( 1 , S, X , I } .
Using this set we can construct two N = 4 models which differ by the discrete choice of the free phase
For one choice of this phase the gauge group is SO ( 12) x E8 x E8 which is the standard toroidal compactification. However, for the second choice of this phase the states in the spinorial representation of SO (16) (16) gauge group. Applying the orbifold twisting on the first choice, with E8 x E 8 gauge group, and with standard embedding, breaks one of the E8 to E6 x V(l)2 and gives rise to the models with (2,2) world-sheet supersymmetry. Applying the same orbifold twisting to the second discrete choice results in the models with SO(10) x U ( l ) 3 gauge group. Alternatively, we can start with the basis vectors that produce the E6 x U ( l ) 2 model and then turn on the GSO projection which projects out the spinorial 16 +16 in the adjoint of E6. We end with the s z a e model, as the spectrum is invariant under the reordciilg cJf the GSO projections. Thus, the breaking of the right-moving 1V = 2 world-sheet supersymmetry can bz seen to be a result of a discrete choice of the free phases. Further, analysis of this breaking in connection with the anomalous U (~) A which appears in these models, will be reported in ref. [36] . This is an important observation because many of the useful simple relations that are obtained for (2, 2) models can be used for the realistic free fermionic models. It is precisely for this reason that the set of real fermions {y, u(fj, G } can be identified with the six left-and right-moving cijii-ipactiS& diaensiuiis. %. :
free phases and mirror syrnmztry
Mirror symmetry in the free fermionic models is a result of the choices of free phases. To see how this works I consider for example the (2,2) model generated by the set with the choice of free phases respectively, which indicates that these twelve states correspond to a six dimensional compactified orbifold with Euler characteristic equal to 48.
The chirality of the states from a twisted sector bj is fixed by the GSO projection induced by another twisted sector bi, with i # j . The chirality under the space-time spirL.x gio:l.px j.s determine$ .by the sign of the vacuum of the space-time fermjon ?,bf: 'To obtain the chiral repres.&ation of the E6 gauge group, 2.e. to prcject the 8 from the spectrux a "chirality ccndition" is obeyed [37] . This "chirality condition'' states that in the sector 6i, which induces the chirality projection, the world-sheet fermions { $ p , 41***'15} are periodic. The remaining world-sheet fermions which are periodic in the vector 6 j are antiperiodic in the vector bi. Thus, the chirality of the states from a twisted sector 6 j is determined by the free phase ~(2). Since we have a freedom in the choice of the sign of this free phase, we can get from the sector (bj; bj +X) either the 27 or the 27. Which of those we obtain in the physical spectrum depends on the sign of the free phase. Thus, mirror symmetry in the free fermionic construction is the statement and { c t~~* ' " *~ %---..
The free phases c ( 2 ) also fix the total number of chiral generations. Since there are two bi projections for each sector bj, i # j we can use one projections to project out the states with one chirality and the other projection to project out the states with the other chirality. Thus, the total number of generations with this set of basis vectors is given by Since the modular invariance rules fix c ( 2 ) = c(;$ we get that the total number of generations is either 24 or 8.
We can now see that the same mirror phenomena also holds in the case of the (2,O) models. As the first example consider the case in which we start with the (2, 2) model and then project the 16 @ 16 generators in the adjoint of &. (2, 2) model. Thus, in this case the (2, 2) structure is still preserved after the projection. The world-sheet fermions {y, wig, a} are identifieti with the compactified dimensiccs.
The mirror symmetry as a consequence of the free phases is also observed in models that do not preserve the (2, 2) structure. Consider for example the model generated by the NAHE set, {I, S, bl, bz, b3} . This model has a gauge group SO(l0) x SO(6)3 x E8 gauge symmetry. The world-sheet fermions {g,ij} and q 1 t 2 t 3 are mixed and produce the horizontal SO (6) (2, 2) model and in the previous (2,O) model which preserves the (2, 2) structure.
The mirror symmetry in the free fermionic models with Z2 twists is therefore seen to be a result of the freedom to choose the free GSO phases. In general, for any sector of the form of the sectors bj we can get the opposite chiraIity by flipping the sign of It is important to note that the mirror symmetry in terms of the free phases corresponds to the same phenomena in terms of discrete torsion in the orbifold models [42, 431. However, we note that the description in terms of the free fermions seems to be richer than the corresponding orbifold construction. In the orbifold model we can get a model and its mirror by turning on the discrete torsion. However, in the fermionic models in addition to a model and its mirror obtained by a global GSO phase change c h ) + -c(ii) for all i and j , we have the models which are not related by the change of the sign of the Euler characteristic, but in which the Euler characteristic is modified discretely. It is intriguing also to note that similar ambiguity in terms of discrete-like torsion may also play a role in string strong-weak coupling duality [44] .
Free phases and space-time supersymmetry
In this subsection I briefly discuss the relation between free phases and space-time supersymmetry. While supersymmetry is not yet an observed symmetry of nature it does have many attractive features which motivates the search for superpartic!es at the electroweak scale. Supersymmetry for example 2xbiains the origin of the electroweak symmetry breaking scale in terms of the higher unification scale and thc evolution of the couplings to the low scale. This is an important property and the recent observation of the top quark mass is in good agreement with the expectations from supersymmetry. Another important aspect of supersymmetry is that it naturally arises in superstring theory which at present is the leading candidate for a theory of quantum gravity. However as the breaking of supersymmetry, in this context, is stili obssxed, it is icryortsrii; t r~ search for alternative models wherc supcrsyx;metry isbroken at a high s@e. For example in ref. [45] this opticii has been explored and it has been shown that cven if supersymmetry is broken near the Planck scale there still exist a "misaligned supersymmetry" that mixes between states across mass levels.
In the realistic free fermionic models the space-time supersymmetry is obtained from the basis vector S. Thus, the relevant phases for the space-time supersymmetry are the phases c ( z ) where ai is any basis vector. The sector S produces N = 4 spacetime supersymmetry and it is broken to N = 1 by the basis vectors bl and b2. This breaking to N = 1 is irrespective of the choice of free phases c(:) and c ( t ) . However, once we fix those phases, if we want to preserve N = 1 space-time supersymmetry, all the remaining c(;) phases are fixed. For example, it is found that a sufficient way to insure N = 1 space-time supersymmetry is to impose c ( i ) = saj (or 
Free phases beyond the NAHE set
The GSO phases discussed in the previous sections fix the spectrum that arises from the NAHE set basis vectors. These are the free phases c ( 2 ) i , j = 1,2,3 and c(:), ai = {S, b l , b 2 , b 3 , CY, p , y}. In addition we have the freedom to choose, up to the modular invariance constraints, the discrete phases These discrete choics of free phases affect as well the physical spectrum and consequently the low energy phenomenology for a given choice of boundary condition basis vectors. The phases in Eq. (4.6) affect mostly the final charges of the states which are obtained from the sectors b l , b2 and b3 and therefore fix the charges of three generations under the flavor U ( 1 ) symmetries. The phases in Eq. (4.7) on the other hand Fx the spectrum which arises from the exotic sectors and give rise to the exotic Wiiscnian mak-cer stater.. l'herefore, these phases are those which detpriniuethe spectrum in the models which-gees beyond the spectrum of the Stazdard Model. As a first example the free phases will be shown to affect the number of color triplets in the massless string spectrum and therefore to play an important role in resolving the string coupling unification problem.
It is well known that perturbative string unification predicts that the gauge couplings unify at a scale which is about a factor of twenty larger than the scale at which the couplings are seen to intersect if one assumes only the MSSM spectrum below the unification scale. This discrepancy seemingly should have many possible resolutions remembering that it involves the extrapolation of the gauge parameters over fifteen orders of magnitude. However, surprisingly the problem is not easily resolved. In ref. [35] In some superstring models the extra needed representations appear from sectors which arise due to the Wilson line breaking of the non-Abelian gauge symmetries. The free phases play again a crucial role in the determination of the physical spectrum and therefore perform a very important function in fixing the physical properties of the string models.
This essential role of the free phases is exemplified with regard to the massless spectrum from the Wilsonian sectors. As indicated above the Wilsonian sectors produce additional massless states. These states can be color triplets, electroweak doublets, cdor-weak singlets with fractional electric charge, or they can be Standard Model singlets with fractional charge under the U(l),t. For example in the model of ref. [26] , we obtain several additional electroweak doublets from the sectors bl + b3 + a f y + ( I ) and b2 + b3 + ,Ll f y + ( I ) , while in the model of ref. [34] we obtain from the same sectors the color triplets while the electroweak doublets are projected out. 
(1). In this case the hidden s U ( 3 )~ gauge group is extended to S U (~) H
and the hidden sector contains two nonabelian factors SU(5) x SU(4). The possibility of extending the hidden sector gauge group from twisted sectors may be instrumental in trying to implement the dilaton stabilization mechanism of ref. [48] .
As a further example of the role of the free phases, beyond the NAHE set, in the determination of the phenomenology of the free fermionic models consider the model in table [4.10] This modification has an important phenomenological implication. In the model with the phase modification, Eq. (4.12), while the weak hypercharge combination, Uy = 1/3Uc + 1 / 2 U~, is anomaly free, the orthogonal combination, which is embedded in SO(lO), UZI = Uc -UL is anomalous. This implies that there exist models in which this Uz, must be broken near the Planck scale. In such models therefore the universal part of the observable gauge group, arising from the SO(l0) gauge group of the NAHE set,.must be the Standard Model gauge group. A U(1) combination of the flavor dependent U(l)s, however, may still remain unbroken.
The examples above illustrate the importance of the discrete choice of the free phases in the phenomenology of the free fermionic models. Depending on the choices of discrete phases we can construct models with different phenomenological properties. Another question of interest is how does the "mirror symmetry" , exhibited by the discrete change of phases in section (4.3) extend to the models that include basis vectors and GSO phases beyond the NAHE set. The basis vectors beyond the NAHE set correspond to Wilson lines in the orbifold language. The duality symmetries in the extended fermionic models then correspond to duality symmetries in orbifold constructions that include Wilson lines. Naturally a complete classification of all such duality symmetries is beyond the scope of this paper, and in general it is difficult to assess what general, model independent, patterns would persist. The simplest examples that can be considered are the models that utilize solely periodic and antiperiodic boundary conditions. These are the Pati-Salam SO (6) x SO(4) type models. As an example we can examine the model of the first reference in [15] . The basis vectors and GSO phases are shown in table [4.14] 4.15) ( j = 1,2,3), with the others specified by modular invariance and space-time supersymmetry. We can now examine what is the effect of discrete modification of the GSO phases. Some modifications, as shown in the examples above, will result in new models in which the physical spectrum and the phenomenology is modified. However, certain discrete clianges will result in models in which the spectrum is invariant but some of the charges under the U(1) world-sheet currents will be modified. This is similar to the mirror symmetry phenomena discussed in section (4.3) . Consider for example a global change of the GSO phases in the [4.14] model. Under this modification, as expected, the chiral representations under SO(l0) from the sectors bj ( j = 1,2,3) reverse their chirality. Because of the modification of the c(:) GSO phases the space-time gravitino reverses its chirality as well. However the spectrum remains essentially identical. Similarly, we can consider the model which preserves the chirality of the space-time gravitino by keeping the phases c ( z ) unchanged, but taking the opposite sign for all other phases. In this model again the chirality of the chiral representations of the SO(l0) gauge group is flipped, but up to this flip the models are identical. Thus, there is a larger set of duality symmetries which exist when considering the larger set of free phases beyond the NAHE set and that may not be necessarily be related to the geometrical dualities which have been discussed in the literature.
5
The crp sector
In all the three generation free fermionic models, that utilize the NAHE set and that were studied in detail to date, there exist a special combination of the basis vectors which extend the NAHE set. In the flipped SU(5) and in the Pati-Salam like models this combination is the combination S + b4 + be, while in the standard-like models of ref. [18] and ref. [26] the combination is S + bl + b2 f a ! + p. ( 10) symmetry which after applying the GSO projections gives rise to additional electroweak Higgs doublets and color triplets. This is the important property of this sector as the additional Higgs doublets from this sector are crucial for obtaining qualitatively realistic fermion mass matrices. In addition this vector combination produces additional SO( 10) singlet fields which are charged under the flavor U(1) symmetries and are used in the cancelation of the anomalous U(1) D-term equation. Therefore, it is desirable to require that the assignment of boundary conditions beyond the NAHE set admits such a vector combination in a given model. This requirement in turn constrains further the possible distinct models.
Classification by real fermion pairings
One of the important constraints in the construction of the free fermionic models is the requirement of a well defined super-current. In the models that utilize only periodic and anti-periodic boundary conditions for the left-moving sector, the eighteen left-moving fermions are divided into six triplets in the adjoint representation of the automorphism group SU (2) In the type of models that are considered here a pair of real fermions which are combined to form a complex fermion or an Ising model operator must have the identical boundary conditions in all sectors. In practice it is sufficient to require that a pair of such real fermions have the same boundary conditions in all the boundary basis vectors which span a given model. The NAHE set of boundary condition basis vectors already divides the eighteen left-moving real fcimjons into three groups
where the notation emphasizes the division of the eighteen left-moving internal world-sheet fermions into the S U ( 2)6 triplets. The ~~~y~~1~ are the complexified combinations which generate the V ( 1) current of the N = 2 left-moving world-sheet supersymmetry [49] . We have the freedom to complexify all, some or none of the remaining twelve left-moving world-sheet fermions. These different choices will in turn produce superstring models with substantially different phenomenological implications. The first obvious example is that if all of the left-moving fermions are complexified then the rank of the right-moving gauge group is twenty-two, while if none are complexified then the rank of right-moving gauge group is sixteen.
A more subtle example is noted from the discussion in sections (3.1) and (3.2) .
The rules obtained there show that for the Higgs color triplets to be projected out in the standard-like models the condition Aj = 1 must hold, where A j is the difference between the boundary conditions of the left-and right-moving real world-sheet fermions. Similarly the up-down quark Yukawa coupling rule shows that to get a cubic level up type mass term requires again Aj = 1. It follows that if we impose the presence of Higgs doublets from the Neveu-Schwarz sector in the massiess string spectrum, and consequently the projection of the corresponding color Higgs triplets, that not all the twelve left-moving real fermions can be combined to form Ising model operators, as in this case we always have Aj = 0. This example illustrate how the pairing of the real world-sheet fermions affects the phenomenology of the free fermionic models.
We can then ask further which desired properties of the fermionic models, which are motivated by the phenomenological constraints, can be consistent with a given choice of pairings. Expressed differently we can ask which properties are compatible with a given choice of real fermions pairings and the consistency of the world-sheet supercurrent.
As an example let us suppose that we would like to impose the existence of three generations, the existence of the type of sector discussed in section (5), and the projection of all color Higgs triplets from the Neveu-Schwarz sector and consider the pairing and the remaining string consistency constraints are fixed by choosing appropriate boundary conditions for the world-sheet fermions which generate the hidden gauge group. Therefore, we note that both the existence of a crp combination as well as the projection of the color Higgs triplets can be compatible with this choice of pairing of the left-moving world-sheet fermions. However, the number of generations must still be reduced by breaking the degeneracy among the world-sheet fermions {(y3y6, y5g5), (y1w6, w5G5), (ulG1, w3G3)}. We must therefore assign either b,(wl) = 1 or b,(w3) = 1 but not both. Again I am considering assignments with = 0. We note however that b,(w') = 1 and the supercurrent constraint forces b,(y',w6) = 1 which forces b,(y3,g6) = 1 which forces b,(w3) = 1. Similarly, we can consider the other possible assignments for the complex world-sheet fermions {$f2, xL2, x34, x"} observing that the degeneracy cannot be removed in any case. Therefore, the degeneracy between {(wid, w3G3)}. cannot be removed and a three generation model, compatible with these phenomenological criteria and this choice of pairings cannot be obtained.
Next let us consider the pairings (6.12) and consider the formation of a crp sector. A sector crp is symmetric with respect to two of the NAHE set basis vectors h,.: Bc:cause of the cyclic permutation of the NAHE set we can impose, without loss of generality, that the crp sector be symmetric with respect to bl and b2. This means that in the vector crp the world-sheet fermions {7+!Jr2, x561$, q2} have periodic boundary conditions. We observe that with the choice made in Eq. (6.12) a crp vector which is symmetric with respect to bl and b2 cannot be formed. This follows because each one of the first four SU(2) triplets of the leftmoving supercurrent must contain one and only one periodic fermion. On the other hand, to reduce the number of generations, we impose that each of the seJs in Eq.
(6.12) have at least one periodic fermion in the cup vector. This two requirements are observed not to be mutually compatible. A similar consideration also applies to the choice of pairings This pairing mixes all six triplets of the SU(2)'j left-moving automorphism group and is the one used in the models of refs. [18] and [26] . The above examples illustrate the effect the different choices of pairings of the leftmoving real world-sheet fermions on the massless spectrum and phenomenological properties of the free fermionic models. Clearly the choices considered here do not exhaust all the possibilities and it is of further interest to examine which pairings can be compatible with the array of phenomenological constraints that must be imposed on a realistic superstring model. An interesting question is what is the number of independent pairings that can be formed. Before imposing the NAHE set boundary conditions we have twelve left-moving real fermions. Any of those can be combined to form Ising model or complex fermion. After imposing the NAHE set projections the twelve left-moving real fermiom arc divided into three groups of four left-moving real fermions each. Thus, the number of allowed pairings is reduce significantly. From each group of four real fermions we can form ten possible combinations. For example for the set { y3*".p6}
we can form the combinations (Y3Y4 Y5Y6) , (Y3y4 , y5g5 , y6g6) , (y3g3, y4g4, y5y6) , (6.16) (Y3Y5 Y4Y6) (Y3Y5 , y4g4 y6$) , (y3g3 , y5g5, y4y6) , (6.17) (y3y6 , "y.4y5) , (y"3 , y4g4 , y5g5 , y6g6) . (6.19) , (6.18) 1 3 6 \y , 5i4ji4 , y5@-j , (y3g3 , y6,p6 , y4yJ) With similar number of possible pairings from the sets {Y',~, and {~~1 " . 3~} . Thus, we have a total of one thousand possible pairings. Due to the permutation symmetry of the NAHE set and a 2 2 symmetry due to the exchange of the two triplets in each set, we can reduce this number by at least a factor of six. We are still left with a number of pairings in excess of 150 possibilities, some of which may still equivalent. However, this illustrates the large number of possible distinct models. It is expected that all possible pairings can produce three generation models with either one of the SO( 10) subgroups and the distinct choices differ by their other phenomenological properties as exemplified above. 7 Classification by exotics In the free fermionic models which utilize the NAHE set the structure of the Standard Model fermion sector is obtained from the NAHE set basis vectors and possibly from one or two of the basis vectors which extend the NAHE set. Therefore the structure of the observable matter spectrum is similar, up to U(1) charges, in different models. The models differ only by the basis vectors which extend the NAHE set. These basis vectors and their combinations with the NAHE set basis vectors produce additional massless spectrum. In the flipped SU(5) and SO (6) x SO(4) models two of the basis vectors, denoted b4 and b5, do not break the SO(10) symmetry and produce additional SO( 10) spinorial representations. However, in each class of models at least one of the basis vectors must break the SO(l0) symmetry. Such a basis vector, combined with its combinations with the NAHE set basis vectors, produces additional matter states which do not fall into representations of the original SO(l0) gauge group. These new states arise due to the breaking of the GUT gauge group at the string level rather than at the effective field theory level. They are a characteristic of the breaking of the non-Abelian gauge symmetry by Wilson lines and are a generic feature of superstring compactifications [50, 291. In the realistic free fermionic models these type of exotic states can be classified first according to the sectors in which they appear. Namely in each of the sectors which produces exotic states we have different boundary conditions for the right-moving world-sheet fermions, 4l?***i5, which generate the SO(l0) symmetry. Each type of boundary conditions results in different types o:cX;;Gc states. Each choice of the final SO(10) gauge subgroup, SU(5) x U(1), SO (6) x SO(4) or SU3) x SU(2) x U(1)2 allows distinct types of exotic states. The last possibility, as it contains the previous two SO(10) breaking sectors, admits exotic states which appear also in the SU(5) x U(1) and SO (6) x SO(4) models, and in addition gives rise to exotic states which can appear only in the SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1)2 models. Thus, one classification by the exotic states is by the type of final SO(l0) The SU(5) x U(1) type exotic states may be produced from sectors with XR-XR = 8, XR * XR = 6 or XR -XR = 4 and with The sU(3) x SU(2) x U(1)2 type exotic states may be produced from sectors with X R * X R = 8, X R . XR = 6 or X R X R = 4 and with where it should remembered that the weak hypercharge is defined by
In the following I use the notation (7.5) where Q y is the weak hypercharge of a given state, Qzj is the charge under the orthogonal combination U ( l )~j = U(l)c -U(l),, and for the electroweak doublets the electric charge of the two components is written.
The possible SO (6) x SO (4) In SU (3) xSU (2) xU(l)2 type models there may exist sectors of the SO (6) xSO (4) and SU(5) x U(1) types, and in addition sectors of the form of Eq. (7.4) which can appear only in the SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1)2 models. These sectors are obtained from combinations of the basis vectors that contain both the SO (6) x SO(4) and SU(5) x U(1) breaking vectors. The possible SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1)2 type exotic
states are (7.12) (7.13) Sectors with X R 1 X R = 8 give rise only to exotic states which are Standard Model singlets with the quantum numbers of Eq. (7.13) . Sectors with X R . X R = 6 give rise to all the exotic states with the quantum numbers of Eqs. (7.11,7.12,7.13) . In addition to the states above, sectors with X R ' X R = 4 can give rise to exotic diquarks.
In these sectors the massless states are obtained by acting on the vacuum with two fermionic oscillators with frequency 1/4, thus producing exotic diquarks with (7.14) from sectors with the boundary conditions in Eq. (7.4) while sectors with the boundary conditions in Eq. (7.3) with X R * X R = 4 may give rise to exotic diquarks with (7.15) The above classification exhausts all the possible exotic states which m2.y in pinciple appear in the realistic free fermionic models. The classification then proceeds by examining which type of sectors and therefore which type of exotic states actually appear in specific models. The task then is to further understand which choices of boundary condition basis vectors and generalized GSO projection coefficients produce specific classes of exotic states.
Such a complete classification and understanding is beyond the scope of the present paper r:(tzevpr, short of that, we can still make several important observatims. The Srst observations is in regard t o the presence of states with fractional electric charge. Both the SIi(5) x U(1) and SO (6) x SO(4) type exotic states carry electric charge &1/2.-From a phenomenological point of view such states must be confined to produce integrally charged states or must become super-heavy by the breaking of the four dimensional gauge group along the flat F and D directions. In the revamped flipped SU(5) model [13] it is found that all the fractionally charged states transform in representations of the hidden non-Abelian gauge groups. Therefore, in this model indeed all the fractionally charged states are confined. As an example of the alternative solution, examining the fractionally charged states and the cubic level superpotential of the model of ref. [17] ' -7 (7.16 Model singlets do not receive mass by this choice of flat direction. Therefore, at this level of the superpotential, the fractionally charged states can decouple from the remaining light spectrum. This example indicates the existence of free fermionic models in which fractionally charged states appear only at the massive level.
The question of further interest is therefore which exotic sectors and corresponding states actually arise in given models. One example is provided by the state in Eq. (7.11) . This state is a color triplet and is obtained from SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l)2 type exotic sectors with XR XR = 6, which requires one fermionic oscillator acting on the vacuum. The states from this type of sectors are of particular phenomenological interest because they carry the standard charges under the Standard Model gauge group, but carry "fractional" charges under the U(1)zf embedded ip S O ( l 0 ) . Consequently, this type of matter states may in .'&eL remain sufficiently light and be in agreement with current experimental constrairlis. Such sectors and states apge-.r generically in the free fermionic Standard-like models. The question then is whether their appearance is a necessary property of this choice of vacuum. The following model illustrates that this is not the case Therefore, for a given exotic state to exist in a specific model, the type of exotic sector must appear in the additive group and the state must not be projected out by the GSO projections.
As another example of the classification by exotics we note that none of the three generation free fermionic models, which were studied in detail to date, contains sectors that can produce diquark states. However, such a model can be constructed by building the desired vector with XR -XR = 4 into the set of basis vectors. Table [7.18] provides an example of such a model. The classification by the type of exotics which actually appear in specific models is crucial from a phenomenological point view, as can be seen from the following example. This is exemplified by examining the exotic spectra in the models of refs. [18] and [51] and considering the neutrino see-saw mechanism. Examining the exotic spectrum in the model of ref. [18] we see that the massless spectrum contains from the sectors b2-t b3 + Q f y + ( I ) and bl + b3 + Q k y + ( I ) states which are Standard Model singlets and carry 1/2 the charge of the right-handed neutrino, and it complex conjugate, with respect to the U(l)zt which is embedded in SO(10). In The model of ref. [18] we find that there exist such representations which are 5 and 5 of the hidden SU(5) gauge group, and some wkch are singlets of the non-Abelian observable and hidden gauge groups. The see-saw mechanism which operates in this model makes use of a product of these representations which forms the quantum numbers of the complex conjugate of the right-handed neutrino [31, 321. Examining the spectrum in the model of ref.
[51] we observe that in this model all the exotic states with similar U( l)zI charge, transform in representations of the non-Abelian hidden gauge groups.
Therefore a similar combination of fields, which mimics the charge of the conjugate of the right-handed neutrino cannot be formed in this model.
Classification by the hidden sector
The hidden sector in the free fermionic models is determined by the boundary condition of the internal right-moving world-sheet fermions @ . . J~. Several comments are important to note. First we should define what is meant by the hidden sector. The term hidden sector here means that the states which are identified with the standard Model states are singlets of the hidden sector. On the other hand, both observable and hidden matter states may be charged with rcspect to the flavor U ( 1 ) symmetries and similarly the exotic states may be char&& with respect to the U( 1) symmetries which are embedded in SO(l0) and may transform under the non-Abelian gauge groups of the hidden sector. In the models that I consider here there is no non-Abelian mixing, i. e. there are no representations that transform simultaneously under the non-Abelian gauge groups of the observable and hidden sectnr. It should be however noted that models with such representations may be constructed as well.
recall that the adjoint representation of E8 decomposes ?s 120 &I 128 under SO(l6). The; are two sectors which produce the adjoint representation of the &3 gauge group. The first is the Neveu-Schwarz sectors which produces the 120 representation of SO(l6), and the second is the sector 1 + bl + b2 + b3, which produces the spinorial 128 representation of SO (16) . In addition to these two sources some models may contain additional space time vectors bosons which can enhance the hidden sector gauge group. These additional space-time vector bosons are obtained from combinations of the boundary condition basis vectors which extend the NAHE set. The hidden sector gauge group depends on which of these sectors contributes to the final hidden sector gauge group. In the flipped SU(5) and SO (6) x SO(4) models the hidden gauge group is typically broken in two stages. The first is by the vector 27 which breaks the E8 gauge group to SO(16) (4.2) this breaking can also be achieved by a suitable choice of the GSO projection coefficients. Therefore, the first stage of the hidden sector gauge group breaking is the breaking due to the breaking of the right-moving N = 2 worldsheet supersymmetry. This stage of breaking is common to all the semi-realistic free fermionic models which utilize the NAHE set. The second stage of the breaking of the hidden sector gauge group is more model dependent. The remaining boundary conditions of the world-sheet fermions, which determine the hidden sector gauge group, are to a large degree fixed by the phenomenological requirements, already imposed on the observable sector and by the modular invariance constraints which constrain the possible boundary conditions. The space-time vector bosons from the Neveu-Schwarz sector which contribute to the final hidden sector gauge group are always present. The presence of additional gauge multiplets from the sector 1 + bl + b2 + b3, which enlarge the hidden sector gauge group, depends on the GSO projection coefficients. For example, in the model of ref. [17] the choice c ( y ) = 1 yields the projection of the states from this sector and therefore the resulting hidden sector gauge group arises solely from the NeveuSchwarz gauge multiplets. It should be noted that the choice of GSO phases which project the space-time vector bosons from the sector 1 + bl + b2 + b3 affect the pher,omenological properties of the observable sector. The 61 ai hidden gauge group in a given model, to some degree, is fixed due to the phenomenological properties imposed on the observable sector.
An example which shows how this correlation works is provided in the free fermionic standard-like models. Suppose that we want to project all three color triplets pairs from the Neveu-Schwarz sector. It then follows that a vector a, which breaks the SO(10) symmetry to SO (6) x SO(4) has an odd number of pen d : c fcxxiions from ihe set ($1*"'5, fj', ij2, 77"). To obey the modu1a.r invariance rule, CY . y = Omodl, an odd number of fermions from the set { $ ' " ' ' p 8 } must be periodic in the. vector a, and receive boundary condition of in the vector y. There-. fore, the hidden gauge symmetry is broken in two stages. Typically it is broken to SU(5) x SU(3) x U(1)2. However, other possibilities do exist. For example, modifying the vector y of ref. [18] by T { $~$~} = 1 + y{$364} = 0, enhances the hidden gauge group from SU(5)H x SU(3)H x U(1)2 to SU(7)H x U(1)2, for an appropriate choice of the generalized GSO projection coefficients.
As noted above in some models additional space-time vector bosons may arise from combinations of the basis vectors which extend the NAHE set. For some choices of the additional basis vectors that extend the NAHE set, there exist a combination for {,$1,...,5, -1 -2 -3 -1 . In this case the hidden SU(3)H gauge group is extended to SU(4)H.
Further classification of free fermionic models by the hidden sector can be done by the hidden matter content. In all the models the sector bj + 2 7 produce the vectorial 16 representation of the hidden SO(16) gauge group decomposed under the final hidden sector gauge group. These matter representations are always present in the three generation models that utilize the NAHE set of boundary condition basis vectors. Additional hidden sector matter states arise from other combinations of the additional basis vectors which extend the NAHE set. These additional hidden matter play an important role, for example, in generating a neutrino see saw mass matrix [31] . In general, the number of additional hidden sector matter states, transforming under the hidden sector non-Abelian gauge groups, affects the scale at which the hidden sector non-Abelian gauge groups become strongly interacting and therefore is important, for example, in the context of supersymmetry breaking.
Conclusion
.
The realistic models in the free fermionic formulation have had remarkable success in providing plausible explanations to various properties of the Standard Model. Among those we should list the natural emergence of three generations, the qualitative structure of the fermion mass spectrum and the possible resolution of the string gauge coupling problem. Furthermore, specific models can also explain the origin cf proton stability in a robust way. The gross characterirtjcs of this class of models arise because of the underlying 2 2 x Z2 orbifold compactification a% the free fermionic point in the moduli space. This compactification then leads to a large number of three generation models, which differ by their detailed phenomenological properties, giving rise to the hope that a fully realistic model can be constructed. While it is likely that superstring theory is only an effective approximation to the truly fundamental Planck scale theory, a fully realistic superstring model is likely to be more than an accident. Such phenomenological string models in turn will serve as toy models in which we can learn about the fundamental Planck scale dynamics.
In this paper I discussed in detail the basic ingredients and building blocks that enter the construction of the realistic free fermionic models. The aim of this paper is to provide some of the insight into the basic structures that underly these models. The eventual goal of the program initiated here is to uncover whether a fully realistic superstring model in the free fermionic models can be constructed. The classification of the models by boundary condition rules was discussed. These rules illustrate how some phenomenological properties of the models are fixed by the boundary conditions. The role of the free phases in the determination of the physical properties of the realistic string models was discussid in detail. Mirror symmetry is seen to arise in the fermionic models due to the discretk choices of free phases. The mirror symmetry exist in these models for the (2,2) models as well as for the more general (2,O) models with periodic-antiperiodic boundary conditions. Similar duality symmetries can also be found in the extended models, which include Wilson line breaking of the non-Abelian gauge symmetry. Such duality symmetries provide one criteria for classifying the models. The free phases also play an important role in fixing the physical properties of the string models. In this paper this role was illustrated in regard to the final gauge group and the string gauge coupling unification problem. The classification of the models by the pairing of the world-sheet real fermions was elucidated, and several examples demonstrated how the different choices of pairings relate to the phenomenological properties of the models. Further classification of the models, by the different types of exotic representations that may appear in the models and by the hidden sector was discussed. Further classification of the models by the anomalous U(1) will be discussed in a separate publication [36] .
